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Quantum search protocol for an atomic array
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Quantum computers can, in principle, exceed the speed of ordinary computers by taking advantage of
quantum coherence and entanglement. It is possible to find a ‘‘needle in a haystack’’ ofN21 straws in only
AN searches by utilizing coherent superposition states. In the present paper we show how modern quantum
optics may provide a simple and practicable quantum search procedure, which may also yield insights into
quantum search algorithms in general.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The potential advantage of quantum computation is ill
trated by the problem of searching a quantum datab
@1–3#. Suppose we are seeking one object out ofN, e.g.,
looking for a needle amongN straws. Classically we would
expect to pick upN/2 straws, on average, before we find t
needle. However, as Grover first showed, quantum mech
ics allows us to use the superposition principle to find o
object out ofN in approximatelyAN trials.

We note that in Grover’s original paper entangled sta
were used. However, entanglement is not a prerequisite
obtaining quantum speedup in database search algorit
The utility of quantum search procedures is already appa
when we invoke the quantum superposition principle, an
does not require entanglement. In fact, the present work d
not involve entangled states, but uses only the concep
coherent superposition states. This distinction was cle
made by Lloyd@4#, and was demonstrated in recent expe
ments@5#.

In particular, here we show how modern quantum opt
can provide a simple and practicable quantum search pr
dure. We follow recent quantum optical studies in which
was shown that quantum coherence can be used to pro
new effects and devices such as lasing without inversion@6#,
light pulses moving at a few meters/sec@7#, and other linear
and nonlinear effects@8#. The basis for these new effects
quantum coherence and interference@9–11#. We now show
that these concepts can be used to yield simple impleme
tions of quantum and/or classical search algorithms.

The basic idea and experimental arrangement of
present paper is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1~a! we
see a two-dimensional lattice array of atoms, one atom
each (i , j ) site. Each atom~lattice site! is coupled via an
optical fiber to a particular detector, so that spontaneou
emitted radiation from an atom at site (i , j ). causes a count in
detectorDi j @see Fig. 1~b!#.

For the present purpose we may consider the atom
have a simple hydrogen level structure~e.g. H, Li, Na, . . . ).
We begin with N atoms on a lattice, which we opticall
pump into some nuclear hyperfine level which we denote
us& ~‘‘ s’’ for straw! as in Fig. 2~a!. In the interest of simplic-
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ity, we consider an example of hydrogen atoms, so thatus&
5u1S1/2,F51,mF521&, @12#. Next, the ‘‘oracle’’ prepares
a particular atom by moving it fromus& to a different hyper-
fine level un& ~‘‘ n’’ for needle!. She accomplishes this b
applying two coherent pulses to some specific atom, but
do not know which one. The Hamiltonian for this process

H~ t !5\V1~x,t !@ ua&^nu1un&^au#

1\V2~z,t !@ ua&^su1us&^au#, ~1!

where the notation is explained in Fig. 2. By applying t
pulses in the so-called ‘‘counterintuitive’’ sequence (V1 first
followed by V2) @13#, the atom evolves from an initial dar
stateus& at t50,

uCDark~0!&5
V1~0!us&2V2~0!un&

AuV1~0!u21uV2~0!u2
U

V1(0)@V2(0)

→us&,

which is ‘‘dark’’ in the sense thatH(0)uCDark(0)&50; to the
final dark stateun& at timet,

uCDark~t!&5
V1~t!us&2V2~t!un&

AuV1~t!u21uV2~t!u2
U

V2(t)@V1(t)

→2un&,

for which H(t)uCDark(0)&50. The transition fromus& to un&
proceeds, of course, by adiabatically turning the fieldsV1(t)
andV2(t) on and off@13#. We have now set the stage, an
proceed to analyze classical and quantum searches fo
atom in stateun& among theN21 atoms in stateus&.

In order to clearly state the rules of the game, we note t
the pulse energy is not a ‘‘free’’ parameter. Following Lloy
@4#, we may put a price tag on each search probe shot, ca
C. We wish to minimize the cost of needle discoveries. F
the usual~classical! search procedure the average cost wo
be (N/2)C; but for the present~quantum! search procedure
the cost is reduced toANC. We return to this point in later
discussion@following Eq. ~7!#, where such considerations a
tied to experimental limitations and error correction.

We can carry out a classical search by focusing the e
tation radiation on each atom in turn. As in Fig. 2~b!, we
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! Atomic array with one specially prepared ‘‘needle’’ atom~in square box! located at an unknown site amongN21 other
‘‘straw’’ atoms. A linearly ~z! polarized interrogation pulse is incident along thex axis, and a circularly polarized field propagates in thez
direction. ~b! Atoms in an array are coupled to specific detectors via fiber optical links. In the envisioned experimental situation,
transparent to a radiation exciting atom, as in Fig. 2~b!, indicating a two-quantum arrangement. An important point is that fiber cont
radiation emitted spontaneously when the atom decays to a detector state manifold as in Fig. 2~b! and is transported to a detector with hig
efficiency. A classical search is performed when an atom array is probed in a sequential scanning mode such that the laser beam
onto each atom in turn. No signal will be observed from straw atoms, since they are not excited byz-polarized radiation; only an atom in th
un& state will be excited, and when this occurs a count in the corresponding detector will be observed.~c! Expanded wave front in which an
interrogation pulse is simultaneously incident on the entire atomic array. The electric field will be correspondingly decreased, and
of excitation pulses is required in order to promote the atom from anun& state to an excited state.
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envision a LCP probe pulse at frequencynp and LCP idler
radiation atnc such thatnp1nc5ve,n @14#. The pulse dura-
tion @15# is adjusted, so that when the probe irradiates
atom in stateun&, the atom is excited to stateue& with unit
probability. For the moment, let us assume an atom in s
us&5u0& will not be affected by the excitation radiation du
to selection rules@16#. The ue& state then decays toud&, and
the emitted radiation is registered in the appropriate detec
Thus, when we finally obtain a count in some detector,
know it has been triggered by ourun& atom. Such a classica
search procedure will take, on an average,N/2 counts.

However, as we show in the following, we may locate t
needle atom in fewer trials by simply optically expandi
our probe pulse to cover the entire atomic array as in F
1~c!. Such an interaction can produce a coherent superp
tion in which the needle atom is weakly excited to theue&
state by any one search event. But each search pulse c
02230
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ently adds a small amount toue&. As we shall see, afte
search events of orderAN, the needle atom will be found in
stateue& with unit probability.

Proceeding with the analysis, the interaction Hamilton
for the excitation process is

V8~ t !5\G~ t !@ ue&^nu1adjoint# ~2!

where the two-photon coupling constant is

G5(
i

~`eiEp /\!~` inEc /\!@~nc2v i !
211~np2v i !

21#.

~3!

`ei and` in are matrix elements of the dipole moments of t
relevant transitions. The coherent idler fieldEc covers the
entire array, and the field strength of the probe laser puls
w

e

turb the
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FIG. 2. ~a! All N atoms are initially pumped intous& mF50, and do not respond to thez-polarized incident probe field. One atom is no
transferred from anus& state to anun& state via a counterintuitive pulse sequence, as discussed in the text.~b! A needle atom in stateun& is
excited from 1S1/2 to 3S1/2 hydrogenlike states via nonlinear two-quantum excitation. The laser fieldEc is on continuously, whereas th
pulsed field at frequencynp constitutes the search field. An event is registered when an atom is excited fromun& to ue&, and subsequently
decays to the 2P manifold of the so-called detector states indicated byud&. A transition fromu1,0& to u18,08& is forbidden, and this protects
straw atoms from excitation, i.e., a dashed line is not allowed.~c! One way of eliminating error counts. Even thoughz radiation cannot
induce anmF50 to mF50 transition by selection rules, spurious environmental effects such as stray electric fields, etc. can per
excited state, and transitions could be induced accidentally. One way of protecting straw atoms from such accidental error co
sequentially apply 2p pulses to ans state ~via right circularly polarized radiation! inducing s→h→s transitions. The atom will now
experience a sign change, and an alternate application of excitation pulses followed by 2p pulses will lead to a cancellation of accident
counts, as discussed in the text.
4-2
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Fig. 1~b! is given by Ep5AP/e0ac, where P is the laser
power anda is the focused beam area.

The field strength of the expanded beam of Fig. 1~c! is
Ep5AP/e0Ac5EpAa/A where A is the expanded beam
area. Introducing the atomic densityr such thatrA5N, we
may write Ep5EpAar/AN5Ep /AN since ar51 for the
original focused beam. SubstitutingEp for Ep in Eq. ~3!
yields the effective coupling constantG/AN for the ex-
panded beam of Fig. 1~c!. The interaction Hamiltonian for
the N atom-probe field interaction is then smaller than t
focused field expression@Eq. ~2!# by 1/AN,

V~ t !5
\G~ t !

AN
@ ue&^nu1adj.#[

\G

AN
sx , ~4!

wheresx5ue&^nu1un&^eu. In Eq. ~4!, theAN factor empha-
sizes the fact that, expanding the pulse~in order to irradiate
the entire array! reduces the electric field ‘‘felt’’ by a single
atom.

Thus the atomic state at timet is given by uC(t)&
5U(t)uC(0)&, where, for our weak expanded pulse, we u
Eq. ~4!, in the large-N limit, to obtain

U~ t !>12
if~ t !

AN
sx ~5!

wheref(t1)5*0
t1dt8G(t8). As discussed earlier, we wish t

tailor the focused beam so that it excites the needle atom.
convenience, we choose*0

t1dt8G(t8)5 i , so thatf(t1)51.
Applying the pulsem times we have, to a good approx

mation for largeN,

U~ tm!5S 11
sx

AN
D m

>11
m

AN
sx , ~6!

and the probability amplitude for exiting toue& is

^euC~ tm!&>^euS 11
m

AN
sxD un&5

m

AN
, ~7!

so that whenm;AN the probability amplitude for exciting
the needle atom to stateue& builds up to unity, with all other
~straw! atoms remaining in the ground state. Stateue& then
decays toud&, the emitted light is imaged onto the detect
which registers a click, and we have found the needle.

So far we have carried out a perturbative analysis fo
weak expanded pulse. In order to prove the result rigorou
we first note that the needle atom state for a ‘‘classic
search is

uc~ t !&5 cos@f~ t !#un&2 i sin@f~ t !#ue&. ~8!

We chosef(t)5p/2 for excitation. Now, if we expand the
probe pulse wave-front top cover allN atoms at once,f(t)
→f(t)/AN, and any given pulse only excites the need
atom a little bit. Forf(t)5p/2, we now have the small Rab
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tip anglep/2AN after the pulse, and we obtain the ‘‘buildup
probability in the excited state. The needle atom theref
develops as follows

Start uc~0!&5un&,

First pulseuc~1!&5 cos~p/2AN!un&2 i sin~p/2AN!ue&,

~9!Second pulseuc~2!&5cos~2p/2AN!un&

2 i sin~2p/2AN!ue&,

mth pulseuc~m!&5 cos~mp/2AN!un&2 i sin~mp/2AN!ue&.

Hence, form5AN, the atom is excited to stateue&, and when
it decays toud&, we detect the emitted photon and we ha
found the atom.

One might think that it would be desirable to find th
needle in one shot by just turning up the probe laser pow
There are several reasons why this is not the optimal pr
col and/or is not possible:~1! We have shown, following
Lloyd, that the present scheme takes the discovery cost f
the classical value ofN/2C to the quantum cost ofANC.
Increasing the laser power enough to find the needle atom
one shot would require increasing the probe field byAN, i.e.,
increasing the laser power byN and thereby raising the cos
to the order ofNC, as in the classical case.~2! The one-shot
laser power will, for large enoughN, not be available~at any
cost!. ~3! One-shot discovery precludes our simple error c
rection procedure, to which we now turn.

From Eq.~7! we see that we have, in principle, found th
un& atom by applyingAN pulses. But, in practice, there wil
always be error counts due to ‘‘accidental’’ excitation ofus&
atoms. That is, there will in general be some probability
exciting thej th straw atom to an excited stateu f j&, which can
decay toud& thus giving error counts; theU matrix for this
process is

U j~t!511
df

AN
@ u f j&^sj u1usj&^ f j u#, ~10!

where df is the accidental Rabi angle which is hopeful
much smaller thanf(t). Nevertheless, ifN is large enough,
these accidental excitations can be compounded into an
acceptably large error count.

Happily, it is possible to reduce~even eliminate! the error
counts via a type of ‘‘protection’’ of thes level. As depicted
in Fig. 2~c!, we envision applying pulses at frequencynhs to
the atomic array, which would cycle atoms in theus& states to
uh& and back tous& resulting in a net sign change of th
ground state@17#.

Selection rules prohibit the excitation of theun& state by
the 2p pulses. TheU matrix for thes→h→s evolution of
the j th straw atom is given by
4-3
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U j~Dt !5cos
VDt

2
@ usj&^sj u1uhj&^hj u#

2 isin
VDt

2
@ uhj&^sj u1usj&^hj u#, ~11!

whereV is the coherent drive Rabi frequency.
When VDt52p, we have Uj (Dt)52@ usj&^sj u

1uhj&^hj u#. We note that atoms in theusj& state are not
coupled tou f j& by the 2p pulse, and so the completeU2p

matrix for the j th straw atom in this three state space is

U 2p
j ~Dt !5u f j&^ f j u2usj&^sj u2uhj&^hj u. ~12!

Applying the excitation andj th straw atom, we have

U j5U 2p
j U~ tm!U 2p

j
•••U 2p

j U~ t3!U 2p
j U~ t2!U 2p

j U~ t1!;
~13!

now, from Eqs. ~8! and ~10!, we find U 2p
j U(t l)U 2p

j 51

2df̂ j , where the infinitesimal flip operatordf̂ j[(df/
AN)@ u f j&^sj u1usj&^ f j u#, and Eq.~11! becomes

U j5~12df̂ j !•••~11df̂ j !~12df̂ j !~11df̂ j !, ~14!

Finally, we note that
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~12df̂ j !~11df̂ j !512
~df!2

N
, ~15!

i.e., the 2p pulsing has essentially eliminated the probabil
of unwanted excitation of the straw atoms. Hence a coun
any given detector can, for all practical purposes, be take
a ‘‘real’’ ~error free! count @18#.

To summarize, we have devised a quantum search sch
which reduces the number of search events toAN. The key is
the use of coherent superposition states such that the p
ability amplitude for exciting the needle atom is increased
1/AN in every search event. That is, ifuCneedle(m)& is the
state of the needle atom, afterm search events, we have

uCneedle~m!&5amue&1bmun&, ~16!

wheream5m/AN as in Eq.~7!. An essential feature of ou
search protocol is that we can protect against unwanted s
atom excitation via 2p pulse error correction.
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well known; i.e., to return to the initial state takes a 4p rota-
tion. We could use 21-cm microwave radiation to coupleuS&
5uS1/2,F51,mF521& to uh&5uS1/2,F50,mf50& to affect
the 2p flips of our straw atoms. Alternately we could 2p cycle
the straw atoms to higher-lyingnuP& states. There are, o
course, pros and cons for any arrangement. The impor
point is that 2p error correction is physically possible.
02230
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@18# Thus it is clear that the 2p error correction is only possible
due to the weak probe-2p pulse sequence. If we try to illumi-
nate the entire atomic array with a stronger probe pulseN
times the power in the preset weak probe! in an attempt to
locate the needle atom in one shot, there would then be e
counts from straw atoms since we no longer have an e
correction.
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